Let I(F ) be the collection of L-linearly independent subsets {l i 1 , . . . , l i n } (n = number of variables of F ) of {l 1 , . . . , l t }. We denote the coefficient determinant of {l i 1 , . . . , l i n } ∈ I(F ) by det(l i 1 , . . . , l i n ). Further, by R we denote the integral closure of R in L. Denote by (a) the R-ideal generated by a, and by (l i ) the R-ideal generated by the coefficients of l i for i = 1, . . . , t. Assume that I(F ) = ∅. Then there is a positive rational integer D = D R (F ), composed of prime numbers outside {p 1 , . . . , p s }, such that
where the product is taken over all sets {l i 1 , . . . , l i n } in I(F ); further, the integer D does not depend on the choice of l 1 , . . . , l t (cf. Section 3) and D R (µF ) = D R (F ) for all µ ∈ Q * . The integer D R (F ) is called the Rdiscriminant of F . If I(F ) = ∅ then we put D R (F ) = 0. For instance, if F is a binary form with relatively prime coefficients in Z, then D Z (F ) is just the absolute value of the discriminant D(F ) of F . Two decomposable forms F (X), G(X) ∈ R[X 1 , . . . , X n ] are called R-equivalent if there is a matrix U ∈ GL(n, R) with G(X) = F (U X). Two R-equivalent decomposable forms have the same R-discriminant (cf. Section 1). The height of a rational number a/b with a, b ∈ Z, gcd(a, b) = 1 is defined by h(a/b) = max(|a|, |b|); the height h(F ) of a polynomial F with coefficients in Q is defined as the maximum of the heights of the coefficients of F . We have Theorem 1. Let F (X) ∈ R[X 1 , . . . , X n ] be a decomposable form of degree r with relatively prime coefficients and with D R (F ) = D = 0. Then F is R-equivalent to a decomposable form G with h(G) ≤ C, where C is an effectively computable number depending only on n, r, D, s and p 1 , . . . , p s .
We remark that Theorem 1 implies, in an effective way, that there are only finitely many R-equivalence classes of decomposable forms in R[X 1 , . . . , X n ] with relatively prime coefficients, with given degree and given non-zero R-discriminant.
For n = 2 and R = Z (when s = 0), Theorem 1 gives (in a less explicit form) Theorem 1 of [6] on binary forms with given discriminant.
We shall get Theorem 1 as a special case of a more general result on decomposable forms on O S -modules, where O S is the ring of S-integers of an algebraic number field (cf. Section 2, Corollary 4). The proof of this general result uses an effective result of Győry ( [10] , Lemma 6) on the S-unit equation in two variables; so the proof of our result ultimately goes back to Baker's theory on linear forms in logarithms and its p-adic analogue.
As an application of our general results on decomposable forms, we deduce (cf. Section 2, Corollary 6) an effective finiteness result for finitely generated O S -modules with given discriminant. Our results on decomposable forms can also be applied to the study of decomposable form equations of the form ( * )
F (x) = a in x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n , where F (X) is as in Theorem 1 and a ∈ R \ {0}. For instance, if one can prove that the set of solutions of ( * ) has a special structure provided that D R (F ) is sufficiently large, then it follows that there are only finitely many R-equivalence classes of decomposable forms F for which the set of solutions of ( * ) does not have that special structure. A result of this type will be published in a forthcoming paper of the first author [3] , which extends to the case n ≥ 2 Theorem 2(i) of [5] obtained for n = 2. Another possible application concerns effective results on equation ( * ). For a certain class of decomposable forms which is invariant under linear transformations of F and which includes binary forms, discriminant forms, index forms and certain special norm forms (cf. [11] , [4] ) it is possible to give an effectively computable number C F depending only on n, r, s, p 1 , . . . , p s , h(F ) and a, such that max i h(x i ) ≤ C F for every solution x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) of ( * ). It might be possible to improve this bound in certain cases, by first looking for a matrix U ∈ GL(n, R) such that G(X) = F (U X) has height ≤ C, then computing the upper bound C G for the heights of the solutions of ( * ) with F replaced by G and finally deriving an upper bound for the heights of the solutions x of ( * ) by estimating from above the heights of the entries of U −1 . Probably we shall publish a paper about these effective results.
In Section 1, we introduce some general notions about decomposable forms which will be needed in the later sections. In Section 2, we state our effective results about decomposable forms on O S -modules. The remaining sections will be devoted to the proofs of these results.
1. General facts on decomposable forms. Let K be a field and V a finite-dimensional K-vector space. A decomposable form on V is a function F : V → K with the following property: there are an extension L/K, a positive integer r and K-linear functions l i : V → L (i = 1, . . . , r) such that (1.1)
F (x) = l 1 (x) . . . l r (x) for all x ∈ V .
We call (l 1 , . . . , l r ) a factorization of F in L. If K is infinite then r is uniquely determined by F ; in this case r is called the degree of F . The smallest extension L of K in which F has a factorization is called the splitting field of F over K; it is a finite, normal extension of K. The rank of F is defined as the dimension of the L-vector space of K-linear functions generated by {l 1 , . . . , l r }. It is easy to see that rank F is independent of l 1 , . . . , l r and L and is at most dim K V . We say that F is of maximal rank
Let K n be the space consisting of all n-dimensional column vectors with entries in K. The vectors e 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0)
T , . . . , e n = (0, . . . , 0, 1) T form the standard basis of K n . We shall identify a decomposable form F on K n with the homogeneous polynomial F (X) = F (X 1 e 1 + . . . + X n e n ) ∈ K[X 1 , . . . , X n ]. This homogeneous polynomial is also called a decomposable form.
Let R be an integral domain (always with 1) with quotient field K. An R-lattice is a finitely generated R-submodule of a K-vector space. An Rlattice M contained in the K-vector space V is called an R-lattice in V . We define rank M as the dimension dim K KM over K of the K-vector space KM = {λx : λ ∈ K, x ∈ M}. An R-lattice decomposable form pair is a pair (M, F ) consisting of an R-lattice M and a decomposable form F on KM of maximal rank. Two R-lattice decomposable form pairs (M 1 , F 1 ) and (M 2 , F 2 ) are called equivalent if there is an R-module isomorphism ϕ :
F 2 (ϕ(x)) = F 1 (x) for all x ∈ M 1 and weakly equivalent if there are an R-module isomorphism ϕ : M 1 → M 2 and ( 1 ) λ ∈ K * such that (1.3) λF 2 (ϕ(x)) = F 1 (x) for all x ∈ M 1 .
Example 1. Let n ≥ 1 and R n the lattice of n-dimensional column vectors with entries in R. The group of R-module automorphisms of R n is given by {x → U x : U ∈ GL(n, R)}, where GL(n, R) is the multiplicative group of n × n matrices with entries in R and with determinant contained in the unit group R * of R. Hence two R-lattice decomposable form pairs (R n , F 1 ) and (R n , F 2 ) are equivalent if and only if there is a U ∈ GL(n, R) with F 2 (U x) = F 1 (x) for x ∈ R n , and weakly equivalent if and only if there are λ ∈ K * and U ∈ GL(n, R) with λF 2 (U x) = F 1 (x) for x ∈ R n .
Example 2. Let M/K be a finite, separable extension with norm N M/K : M → K. Then N M/K is the product of the distinct K-isomorphisms α → α (i) (i = 1, . . . , [M : K] ) of M which are K-linear functions. Hence N M/K is a decomposable form of maximal rank on M which is called a norm form. Let M be an R-lattice in M and denote the restriction of (M 2 , N M/K ) are weakly equivalent if and only ( 1 ) For any integral domain R, R * will denote the unit group of R; thus if R is a field then R * = R \ {0}.
if there are µ ∈ M * and a K-isomorphism σ of M such that
Let now R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K of characteristic 0 (for instance the ring of S-integers of an algebraic number field). By an R-ideal we mean a non-zero R-lattice in K; R-ideals contained in R are said to be integral . The R-ideal or, more generally, R-lattice generated by α 1 , . . . , α m is denoted by (α 1 , . . . , α m ).
By a result of Kaplansky [14] (see also [18] , Ch. I, §2), every R-lattice of rank n is isomorphic to R n−1 ⊕ a for some R-ideal a. Moreover, R n−1 ⊕ a and R n−1 ⊕ b are isomorphic if and only if a and b belong to the same ideal class. Let {e 1 , . . . , e n } denote, as usual, the standard basis of K n . Since every R-ideal can be generated by at most two elements, every R-lattice M of rank n is isomorphic to either
where α, β ∈ R and the ideal a = (α, β) is not principal. Let M be an R-sublattice of R n of rank n. Then for every R-module automorphism ϕ of M there is a unique n × n matrix with entries in K such that ϕ(x) = U x for all x ∈ M. Let G(M) be the group of matrices corresponding to the automorphisms of M. Then, trivially, two R-lattice decomposable form pairs (M, F 1 ) and (M, F 2 ) are equivalent (or weakly equivalent) if and only if there is (are) U ∈ G(M) (and λ ∈ K * ) such that
It is obvious that G(R n ) = GL(n, R). Further, the following can be easily verified: if M = (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 , αe n , βe n ) where α, β ∈ R and a = (α, β) is non-principal, then
Let (M, F ) be an R-lattice decomposable form pair such that rank M = n, deg(F ) = r and F has splitting field L, and put V = KM. We can factor F as
where λ ∈ K * , l 1 , . . . , l t : V → L are pairwise L-linearly independent linear functions and k 1 , . . . , k t are positive integers with k 1 + . . . + k t = r. Let R be the integral closure of R in L. For any R-ideal b in K we shall write b instead of b R. Let l i (M) be the set consisting of the elements l i (x), x ∈ M, i = 1, . . . , t. One can show (cf. Section 3) that there is an R-ideal c(M, F ), called the content of (M, F ), such that
where (λ), (l i (M)) denote the R-ideals in L generated by λ and l i (M), respectively. It is easy to check that the definition of the content is independent of the choice of λ, l 1 , . . . , l t . It is also easy to verify that if (M, F ) and (M , F ) are equivalent R-lattice decomposable form pairs, then
We now introduce the discriminant of (M, F ). Let I(F ) be the collection of L-linearly independent subsets {l i 1 , . . . , l i n } (with n = rank
where the product is taken over all sets L = {l i 1 , . . . , l i n } in I(F ), is called the discriminant of (M, F ). In the trivial case n = 1 we have D(M, F ) = (1). In Section 3 we shall show that D(M, F ) is an integral R-ideal. (We remark that without squaring, the ideal on the right-hand side of (1.9) would be contained in R but not necessarily in R.) Further, since by assumption F is of maximal rank, D(M, F ) is non-zero.
If the linear functions l 1 , . . . , l t are multiplied by constants α 1 , . . . , α t , respectively, then for L = {l i 1 , . . . , l i n } ∈ I(F ), both the ideals d(M, L) and (l i 1 (M)) . . . (l i n (M)) are multiplied by α i 1 , . . . , α i n . Hence the right-hand side of (1.9) does not change. This implies that the definition of D(M, F ) is independent of the choice of λ, l 1 , . . . , l t . Moreover,
Let now (M , F ) be an R-lattice decomposable form pair which is equivalent to (M, F ). Then
Together with (1.10) this implies that if (M, F ), (M , F ) are two weakly equivalent R-lattice decomposable form pairs, then 
A straightforward computation shows that the discriminant of the R-lattice binary form pair (R 2 , F ) is equal to
It is not difficult to prove that if R is the ring of S-integers of an algebraic number field, then D(R 2 , F ) is just the S-discriminant of F defined in [6] .
k t where λ ∈ K * and l 1 , . . . , l t are pairwise non-proportional linear forms with coefficients in the splitting field L of F . It is easy to verify that if F is of maximal rank then
where I(F ) is the collection of L-linearly independent subsets {l i 1 , . . . , l i n } of {l 1 , . . . , l t } and where (l i ) denotes the R-ideal generated by the coefficients of l i . Hence for the ring
We now give another characterization for the discriminant. Let (M, F ) be an R-lattice decomposable form pair as above. Every R-ideal a can be uniquely expressed as
where the product is taken over all prime ideals p of R and where the exponents ord p (a) are integers of which at most finitely many are non-zero. For α ∈ K we put ord p (α) = ord p ((α)) if α = 0 and ord p (α) = ∞ if α = 0. Fix a prime ideal p of R, and let R p = {α ∈ K : ord p (α) ≥ 0} be the local ring corresponding to p. Choose λ ∈ K * such that the decomposable form
Denote the maximal ideal of R p also by p, and let K p = R p /p be the residue class field. The reduction of M mod p is defined as the factor module
(where pM = {λx : λ ∈ p, x ∈ M}) and the reduction of F M,p mod p
Note that M p is a finite-dimensional K p -vector space and that F M,p is a decomposable form on this space. The form F M,p is determined by M, F and p up to a constant factor in K * p . Let K 0 be a field, V 0 a finite-dimensional K 0 -vector space and F 0 :
It is easy to verify that N (F 0 ) is independent of the choice of the factorization {m 1 , . . . , m r } and that N (λF 0 ) = N (F 0 ) for λ ∈ K * 0 . In Section 3 we shall show that for every prime ideal p of the Dedekind domain R considered above we have
Let M/K be a finite extension, and M an R-lattice in M . We define the discriminant of M by
By (1.11) and Example
2. Results. Before stating our results we have to introduce heights and some notions related to S-integers.
The height h(α) of an algebraic number α is defined as follows: let f (X) ∈ Z[X] be an irreducible polynomial with relatively prime coefficients and with f (α) = 0, and suppose that f (X) factors as a(X − α 1 ) . .
The height h(F ) of a polynomial F with algebraic coefficients is defined as the maximum of the heights of these coefficients. Let K be an algebraic number field of degree d. Denote by O K the ring of integers of K, and by M K the set of prime ideals of O K . Take a finite set of prime ideals S. The ring of S-integers is defined by
The unit group of O S is the group of S-units
The ring O S is a Dedekind domain with prime ideals pO S , p ∈ M K \ S. For convenience we shall identify the prime ideals of O S with those of O K in M K \S. We shall denote by (α 1 , . . . , α n ) the O S -ideal or O S -lattice generated by α 1 , . . . , α n , unless otherwise stated.
For every O S -ideal a there is a unique O K -ideal a * , composed of O K -prime ideals outside S, such that a = a * O S ; we put
Every O S -ideal a can be written uniquely as a = b · c −1 , where b, c are integral O S -ideals with b + c = (1). We put
It is easy to show that for every C ≥ 1 there are only finitely many O S -ideals a with m S (a) ≤ C.
Let e 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) T , . . . , e n = (0, . . . , 0, 1) T . From the remarks made in Section 1 it follows that every O S -lattice of rank n is isomorphic to either O n S = (e 1 , . . . , e n ) or (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 , αe n , βe n ) where a = (α, β) is an integral, non-principal O S -ideal. Here a can be replaced by any ideal belonging to the same O S -ideal class as a. By Lemma 5 in Section 4 of this paper, every non-principal O S -ideal class contains an integral O S -ideal (α, β) such that
where C 1 is an effectively computable number depending only on d = [K : Q] and the discriminant D K of K. We conclude that every O S -lattice of rank n is isomorphic to either
The lattices in (2.3) are called reduced . If (M, F ) is an O S -lattice decomposable form pair in which M is reduced and rank M = n, then F is a decomposable form on K n . The height of F is defined as the height of the corresponding polynomial
We are now in a position to state our results. By D M we denote the discriminant of a number field M . As before, we put d = [K : Q]. Further, let s denote the cardinality of S, and P the largest of the prime numbers lying below the prime ideals in S with P = 1 if S = ∅. Finally, let L be a finite, normal extension of K, let r and n be positive integers, and let d be a non-zero integral O S -ideal. F ) is weakly equivalent to a pair (M , F ), where M is a reduced O S -lattice of rank n, and F is a decomposable form on K n with
S , where C 2 , C 3 are effectively computable numbers depending only on d, |D L |, s, P , n and r.
In [6] , we proved Theorem 2 in the case that M = O 2 S and F is a binary form, and gave explicit expressions for C 2 and C 3 .
The main tool in the proof of Theorem 2 is an effective result of Győry ( [10] , Lemma 6) on the S-unit equation αx + βy = 1 in x, y ∈ O * S . This result of Győry was proved by means of Baker's theory on linear forms in logarithms of algebraic numbers and its p-adic analogue.
We now state some consequences of Theorem 2 which will be proved in Section 7. The upper bound for h(F ) in Theorem 2 depends on |D L |. In Section 7 we shall prove that |D L | ≤ C 4 , where C 4 is an effectively computable number depending only on d, |D K |, s, P , n, r and |d| S . Thus we obtain the following. F ) is weakly equivalent to a pair (M , F ), where M is a reduced O S -lattice of rank n, and F is a decomposable form on K n with
where C 5 is an effectively computable number depending only on d, |D K |, s, P , n, r and |d| S .
We note that for n = 2 and M = M = O 2 S , our Corollary 1 (see also Example 3 in Section 1) implies, in a less explicit form, Theorem 2 of [6] .
Assume that K is effectively given, i.e. that an irreducible polynomial
. Let α be a zero of f . Then every element of K can be expressed uniquely as ( We say that an element of K is given (or computable) if the finite tuple of integers by which it is represented is given (or can be computed). Then sums, differences, products and quotients of given elements in K can be computed. We assume that S is effectively given in the sense that for every prime ideal in S, a set of generators is given. Then for every given α ∈ K it can be effectively decided whether α ∈ O S (or α ∈ O * S ). Corollary 2 does not follow at once from Corollary 1, since if (M 1 , F 1 ) and (M 2 , F 2 ) are two O S -lattice decomposable form pairs such that M 1 and M 2 are reduced and F 1 and F 2 have small heights, then it might still happen that (M 1 , F 1 ) and (M 2 , F 2 ) are weakly equivalent. We shall prove that there is an algorithm to decide whether two such pairs (M 1 , F 1 ), (M 2 , F 2 ) are weakly equivalent or not.
By combining Corollary 1 with (1.12) we get
is weakly equivalent to a pair (M , F ) such that M is reduced and h(F ) ≤ C 6 , where C 6 is an effectively computable number depending only on d, |D K |, s, P , n, and r.
We now state some results on (not weak) equivalence classes of O S -lattice decomposable form pairs. Let c be a non-zero O S -ideal.
, where M is a reduced O S -lattice of rank n, and F is a decomposable form on K n with h(F ) ≤ C 7 m S (c)|d|
where C 7 , C 8 , C 9 are effectively computable numbers such that C 7 , C 8 depend only on d, |D L |, s, P , n and r, and C 9 only on d, |D K |, s, P , n, r and |d| S .
Corollary 4 implies that there are only finitely many equivalence classes of
Further, by arguments similar to the proof of Corollary 2 one can prove the existence of an effective algorithm that selects one pair (M, F ) from each of these equivalence classes. We remark that in view of Example 4 of Section 1, Theorem 1 stated in the Introduction is exactly Corollary 4 with the second inequality for K = Q,
. From Corollary 4 we shall derive the following.
where either M is free and m = n, or M is not free, m = n + 1 and
for i = 1, . . . , m, where C 10 , C 11 , C 12 , C 13 are effectively computable numbers such that C 10 depends only on d and |D K |, C 11 and C 12 only on d, |D L |, s, P , n and r, and C 13 only on d, |D K |, s, P , n, r and |d| S .
A trivial consequence of Corollary 5 is that the bounds occurring on the right-hand side of the estimates in (2.4) are upper bounds for
Hence, for n = 2 and M = O 2 S , Corollary 5 implies (in a less explicit form) Corollary 5 of [6] .
Let M/K be a finite extension of degree r.
* , where either M is free and m = n, or M is not free, m = n + 1 and ω n+1 = γω n for some γ ∈ K * with h(γ) ≤ C 14 and We say that an O S -lattice M is of degree r over K if it is contained in some finite extension of K, and the smallest extension of K containing µM for some non-zero algebraic number µ has degree r over K. Corollary 6 implies that there are only finitely many similarity classes of O S -lattices M of degree r and rank n with D(M) = d. Further, in view of (1.5) it is easy to prove the existence of an algorithm to choose such M from each of these similarity classes.
We note that from Corollary 6 and relation (1.13) one can also deduce effective finiteness results for full, integral O S -lattices M of given (finite) rank and given (non-zero) ordinary discriminant D(M). We shall not work these out here. For K = Q and S = ∅, these imply a result of Nagell ( [17] , Theorem 6) which says that there are only finitely many full and integral Z-modules with a given (finite) rank and a given (non-zero) ordinary discriminant, and all these Z-modules can be effectively determined.
3. Properties of decomposable forms and discriminants. In this section, we prove the facts about decomposable forms and discriminants mentioned in Section 1;
is an integral R-ideal, and that D(M, F ) satisfies (1.12), and some other facts needed in this paper.
Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K of characteristic 0, and (M, F ) an R-lattice decomposable form pair such that rank M = n, deg(F ) = r and F has splitting field L. Let Gal(L/K) denote the Galois group of L/K. Since F maps KM to K, it can be factored as
where λ ∈ K * , l 1 , . . . , l t : V → L are pairwise non-proportional linear functions and k 1 , . . . , k t are positive integers such that
. . , C u such that i and j belong to the same orbit if and only if σ(i) = j for some σ ∈ Gal(L/K). For convenience, we assume that i ∈ C i for i = 1, . . . , u. We shall frequently use the following fact:
Namely, for i = 1, . . . , u one can choose π i arbitrarily from S i and then the remaining π i can be selected such that the relationships σ(
Let p be a prime ideal of R. As before, we put
and denote the maximal ideal of R p also by p. Let R, R p denote the integral closures of R, R p , respectively, in L, and let P 1 , . . . , P g be the prime ideals of R lying above p. In what follows, we denote the R p -ideal generated by α 1 , . . . , α r by (α 1 , . . . , α r ) p . Further, the R p -ideal generated by the numbers
Hence (l i (M)) p is generated by an element in M i . In other words, there are
By applying (3.4) to the sets
Define the linear functions m i = π
. Then, by (3.2), (3.5) and (3.6),
Since R p is a principal ideal domain, M p is a free R p -module of rank n (cf. [18] , Ch. I, §2).
where the product is taken over all sets {m i 1 , . . . , m i n } in I (F ). From (1.10), (3.7) and the fact that {x 1 , . . . , x n } is an R p -basis of M p , it follows that
Hence each σ ∈ Gal(L/K) permutes the sets of I (F ). Moreover, each factor on the right-hand side of (3.8) depends only on the set {m i 1 , . . . , m i n } and not on its ordering because of the exponent 2. It follows that each σ ∈ Gal(L/K) permutes the factors on the right-hand side of (3.8), which implies that σ(
We now prove formula (1.12). We recall that M p = M/pM. We take
P r o o f. Let P be one of the prime ideals of R lying above p.
. . , t, we can define the reductions of m i mod P by
But each linearly independent subset of {m 1 , . . . , m t } can be extended to a linearly independent subset of cardinality n. Hence N (F M,p ) < N (F ) if and only if there is a set
where {x 1 , . . . , x n } is the R p -basis of M p used in the definition of δ p . This shows that N (F M,p ) < N (F ) if and only if ord P (δ p ) > 0. Together with (3.9) this implies Lemma 1.
As before, C 1 , . . . , C u denote the Gal(L/K)-orbits of {1, . . . , r} where the action of Gal(L/K) on {1, . . . , u} is defined by (3.2) . Further, i ∈ C i for i = 1, . . . , t. Let R i be the integral closure of R in the field M i defined by (3.3) and let d i be the discriminant of the ring extension R i /R (see e.g. [13] ).
P r o o f. It suffices to prove that for every prime ideal p of R,
where δ p is defined by (3.8) for some R p -basis {x 1 , . . . , x n } of M p with x i ∈ M for i = 1, . . . , n. Fix a prime ideal p, and consider one of the factors
In what follows, if a is any vector with coordinates in L, then (a) p denotes the R p -ideal generated by the coordinates of a. Thus, using (3.7), we get
We can do the same for m i 2 , . . . , m i n in the rôle of m i 1 . Thus
It is easy to see that every pair {m i , m j } with distinct i, j ∈ {1, . . . , t} is contained in one of the sets of I (F ). Since, by (3.7), each vector m i has its coordinates in R p , it follows that
This implies that
where the second product takes the value 1 if C k has only one element. Now (3.10) follows once we have proved that
to the coordinates of a. Then there is a vector m ∈ R n k,p such that the left-hand side of (3.11) is equal to
. . , X n ) where X 1 , . . . , X n are independent variables. Consider in L(X) the polynomials
where (m 1 , . . . , m n ) T = m. Consider also the polynomial
By Gauss' lemma, the R p -ideal generated by the coefficients of D is equal to a. Since R p is a principal ideal domain, R k,p has an R p -basis, say {ω 1 , . . . , ω r } (cf. e.g. [20] , Ch. V, §4). Then this basis is also an
From elementary properties of discriminants it follows that there is a poly-
This implies that each coefficient of
. . , ω r ) and hence by the relative discriminant d k,p . Therefore, a is divisible by d k,p . This proves (3.11).
Preliminaries.
In this section we provide some basic tools needed in the proofs of our results. As before, K is an algebraic number field of degree d, S a finite set of prime ideals of O K , and O S the ring of S-integers. The O S -ideal or O S -lattice generated by α 1 , . . . , α n is denoted by (α 1 , . . . , α n ).
We recall that if a is any
We shall frequently use the fact that for any two O S -ideals a, b, and k ∈ Z (4.1)
and for any two α,
Further, if L/K is a finite extension and T is the set of prime ideals of O L ( 2 ) lying above those in S then O T , the ring of T -integers in L, is the integral closure of O S in L. Then we have, by the definition of | · | S and m S (·)
We recall that the height h(F ) of a polynomial F with algebraic coefficients is defined as the maximum of the heights of the coefficients of F . Further, the height h(a) of a vector a with algebraic coordinates is defined as the maximum of the heights of the coordinates of a. We define the height h(A) of a matrix A with algebraic entries in a similar way. We recall some properties of the height from ( [6] , Lemma 1). Let α, β, α 1 , . . . , α n be algebraic numbers with β = 0, and f (X 1 , . . . , X n ), g(X) polynomials with algebraic coefficients. Then the following properties hold:
. . , X n ) has exactly r non-zero coefficients and degree d j in X j for j = 1, . . . , n then
From (4.4) and (4.5) it follows that if upper bounds for the heights of algebraic numbers α 1 , . . . , α n are known and β is some rational expression in α 1 , . . . , α n , then an upper bound for h(β) can be computed. This fact will be used frequently without refering to (4.4) and (4.5). In what follows, let s denote the cardinality of S, and P the largest of the prime numbers lying below the prime ideals in S, with P = 1 if s = 0.
Lemma 3. Let a be an O S -ideal. Then there is an α ∈ a with α = 0 and
We write α ≡ β mod a if α−β belongs to the O S -ideal a and, for γ ∈ O S , α ≡ β mod γ if α − β ∈ (γ).
Lemma 4. Let a be an integral O S -ideal and β ∈ O S . Then there is an
where c 2 is an effectively computable number depending only on d and |D K |.
P r o o f. See Lemma 6 of [6] with an explicitly given c 2 .
We now prove the result stated in Section 2, that every non-principal O S -ideal class contains an integral ideal with generators of small height.
Lemma 5. Let a be a non-principal O S -ideal. Then there are γ ∈ K * and α, β ∈ O S such that
where c 3 is an effectively computable number depending only on d and |D K |.
P r o o f. c 4 , c 5 will denote effectively computable numbers depending only on d and |D K |. By Lemma 3(i) we can choose γ ∈ a −1 such that γ = 0 and |γ| S ≤ c 1 |a|
Further, if β satisfies (4.8) then so does every β ∈ O S with β ≡ β mod α.
Hence by Lemma 4 and (4.6) there is a β ∈ O S satisfying (4.8) and
For every p ∈ M K \ S we have ord p (b) = min(ord p (α), ord p (β)). Hence b = (α, β). This proves Lemma 5.
We now state some results on S-units.
then m S (α) = |α| S and the proof is complete.
We apply Lemma 6 in the following situation. Let L/K be a finite, normal extension, and let A 1 , . . . , A t be finite, non-empty subsets of L * such that
where (σ(1), . . . , σ(t)) is a permutation of (1, . . . , t) for σ ∈ Gal(L/K). Consider the Gal(L/K)-orbits C 1 , . . . , C u of {1, . . . , t} introduced in Section 3 (where i, j belong to the same orbit if and only if σ(i) = j for some σ ∈ Gal(L/K)). Let T be the set of prime ideals in O L lying above those in S. Assume that
Lemma 7. For every n 1 , . . . , n u ∈ Z \ {0} there are ε 1 , . . . , ε t ∈ O * T such that 
Then β i ∈ M * i for each i ∈ C. By (4.9), Lemma 6, (3.4) and (4.10), we can choose
with some effectively computable number c 10 which depends only on d,
, |D L |, s and P . By the second inequality of (4.10), for every α ∈ A i we have
By combining this with (4.13) we get
The next result is our main tool in the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 8. Let x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ∈ K * such that This implies (4.14). We remark that Lemma 11 of [6] was a reformulation of an effective result of Győry on S-unit equations ( [10] , Lemma 6), and that Győry proved this result by applying Baker's theory on linear forms in logarithms and its p-adic analogue.
5. Effective reduction of matrices. As before, let K be an algebraic number field and S a finite set of prime ideals of O K . The parameters d, D K , s and P have the same meaning as in the previous sections. If V is any set then V m,n denotes the collection of m × n matrices with entries in V . If A, B ∈ K m,n then we write A ≡ B mod a if the entries of A − B belong to the O S -ideal a, and A ≡ B mod γ if a = (γ) for some γ ∈ K * . For every integral O S -ideal a, let G(n, a) be the multiplicative group of matrices U with the following properties:
It easily follows from (1.5) that if a = (α, β) and M is the O S -lattice (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 , αe n , βe n ) then
In this section we shall prove the following result.
Lemma 9. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer. For every non-singular matrix A in O n,n S , there is a matrix U in G(n, a) such that
where c 15 , c 15 are effectively computable numbers such that c 15 depends only on d, |D K |, s, P and n, and c 15 only on n.
In the proof of Lemma 9 we need some auxiliary results.
be two non-singular matrices with
By assumption, there is a matrix C ∈ a n,n such that A 2 = A 1 + (det A 1 )C. Hence
where I is the n × n identity matrix. Further, det U ∈ O * S . Hence U ∈ G(n, a).
Lemma 11. Let A ∈ K m,n be a matrix of rank m, b ∈ K m and assume that the system of linear equations
where c 16 , c 16 are effectively computable numbers such that c 16 depends only on d, |D K | and n, and c 16 only on n.
P r o o f. For i = 17, . . . , 20, c i , c i will denote effectively computable numbers such that c i depends only on d, |D K | and n, and c i only on n. We assume that the matrix C formed by the first m columns of A is non-singular, which is no restriction. Then
where I is the m × m unit matrix and A ∈ K m,n−m, . For every solution x ∈ O n S of (5.2), let y, z be the vectors consisting of the first m coordinates of x and the last n − m coordinates of x, respectively. Put
Let (y 0 , z 0 ) be a solution of (5.3). By (2.1), (4.4) and (4.6), there is a non-zero rational integer a such that aA has integral entries in K and If B is any n × n matrix then we denote by B ij the matrix obtained by removing the ith row and jth column from B. For n = 1, we shall take det B 1,1 = 1. If p is any prime ideal of O K outside S and α 1 , . . . , α n ∈ K then we put ord p (α 1 , . . . , α n ) = min(ord p (α 1 ), . . . , ord p (α n )).
Lemma 12. Let n ≥ 1 be an integer , let A ∈ O n,n S be a non-singular matrix , let S be a finite set of prime ideals of O K outside S, and let b be an O S -ideal with
Then there exists a matrix B ∈ O n,n S with the following properties:
S , where c 21 , c 21 are effectively computable numbers such that c 21 depends only on d, |D K | and n, and c 21 only on n;
P r o o f. c 22 , . . . , c 27 will denote effectively computable numbers of the form c|b| c S , where c depends only on d, |D K |, n, and c only on n. We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1, our assertion means that if α ∈ O S \ {0} and b is an integral O S -ideal with ord p (b) = 0 for all p ∈ M K \ {S ∪ S } and ord p (b) > ord p (α) for all p ∈ S , then there is a β ∈ O S \ {0} with β ≡ α mod b and h(β) ≤ c 22 ; by Lemma 4 we know that this is true. Hence let n ≥ 2 and assume that Lemma 12 holds for n − 1.
By Lemma 4, there is a matrix A ∈ O n,n S such that (5.10) A ≡ A mod b and h(A ) ≤ c 23 .
for all p ∈ S , this implies that det A = 0. Hence at least one of the determinants det(A 1,n ), . . . . . . , det(A n,n ) must be non-zero; we assume that det(A n,n ) = 0, which is no restriction. Put A = A n,n . Since h(A) ≤ h(A ) ≤ c 23 , by (4.6) we have | det A| S ≤ h(A) ≤ c 23 . It is easy to see that there is an integral O S -ideal b such that
By the induction hypothesis, there is a matrix B ∈ O n−1,n−1 S such that
Here we put B 1,n−1 := 1 if n = 2. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, we can choose ξ ∈ O S such that (5.13)
for all p ∈ M K \ (S ∪ S ) with ord p (γ n ) > 0 and ord p (γ 1 , . . . , γ n−1 ) = 0; ord p (ξ) ≥ 0 for the other prime ideals p in M K \ (S ∪ S ).
Then, by (5.5) and (5.11), ξ ∈ b. It is easy to check that if ξ 0 satisfies (5.13), then so does every ξ ∈ O S with ξ ≡ ξ 0 mod (det B)b. By (5.10), (5.12), (4.6) and Lemma 4, we can choose ξ such that (5.14) h(ξ) ≤ c 26 .
Let C be the n×n matrix obtained from A by replacing A by B and leaving the nth row and nth column of A unchanged. Let C = (c ij ) 1≤i,j≤n . We construct B from C by replacing c n,n−1 by c n,n−1 + ξ with the above ξ and leaving the other entries of C unchanged. Write
By construction, we have B ≡ A mod b, hence 
by Lemma 10 it suffices to prove that there is a matrix C ∈ O n,n S with (5.17)
where c 28 , c 28 are effectively computable numbers such that c 28 depends only on d, |D K |, s, P and n, and c 28 only on n. In what follows, c 29 , . . . , c 32 denote effectively computable numbers of the form c(h(α)h(∆)) c where c depends only on d, |D K |, s, P and n, and c only on n; we shall frequently use the fact that, by (4.6), |α| S ≤ h(α) and |∆| S ≤ h(∆).
By Lemma 12, there is a matrix B ∈ O n,n S such that
Let κ 1 , . . . , κ n be the entries in the last column of B, and put ∆ i = det B in for i = 1, . . . , n. We shall construct C by replacing κ i by κ i + ξ i α∆ for certain ξ i ∈ O S , i = 1, . . . , n, and leaving the other entries of B unchanged. Then, by (5.18), C ≡ A 1 mod α∆. We have to choose ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n such that det C = ∆, that is,
Since B ≡ A 1 mod α∆ 2 and det A 1 = ∆, there is a γ ∈ O S such that
By inserting this into (5.19) we get
If p is a prime ideal of O K outside S with ord p (α∆) > 0, then ord p (1 − γα∆) = 0, hence, by (5.21),
Together with (5.18) this implies that ∆ ∈ (∆ 1 , . . . , ∆ n ). Hence ( Since every O S -lattice is isomorphic to a reduced one, we may assume that M is reduced. Then, as was seen in Section 2, F can be considered as a polynomial in K[X 1 , . . . , X n ]. We shall prove that there are µ ∈ K * and a matrix U ∈ G(M) such that the polynomial F (X) = µF (U X) has height
This obviously implies Theorem 2. Since this is trivial for n = 1, we shall assume n ≥ 2. It follows from our assumption that either
where a = (α, β) is an integral O S -ideal and
Let T be the set of prime ideals of O L lying above those in S. For Q(X) ∈ L[X 1 , . . . , X n ], let (Q) be the O T -ideal generated by the coefficients of Q, and put
, where b is the O L -ideal composed of prime ideals outside T , such that bO T = (Q). Further, for σ ∈ Gal(L/K) we denote by σ(Q) the polynomial obtained by applying σ to the coefficients of Q. We claim that the decomposable form F (considered as a polynomial in K[X 1 , . . . , X n ]) can be factored as
where λ ∈ K * , l 1 , . . . , l t are pairwise non-proportional linear forms in L[X 1 , . . . , X n ] and k 1 , . . . , k t are positive integers such that (1), . . . , σ(t)) is a permutation of (1, . . . , t) for all σ ∈ Gal(L/K). Namely, it is obvious that there exist λ ∈ K * and linear forms l 1 , . . . , l t which satisfy (6.4) and (6.5.a). Then
Let (l i ) be the O T -ideal generated by the coefficients of l i . By Lemma 3(i) and (3.4) there exist
Then obviously λ ∈ K * and l 1 , . . . , l t satisfy (6.5.a) and (6.5.b). Let λ, l 1 , . . . , l t satisfy (6.4), (6.5.a), (6.5.b) and let I(F ) be the collection of linearly independent subsets {l i 1 , . . . , l i n } (n = rank M) of {l 1 , . . . . . . , l t }. We denote by det(l i 1 , . . . , l i n ) the coefficient determinant of l i 1 , . . . . . . , l i n .
Lemma 13. For each {l i 1 , . . . , l i n } ∈ I(F ), we have
P r o o f. By assumption, M is one of the O S -lattices given in (6.2); we put α = 1,
) be the O T -ideal generated by the numbers l i (x) with x ∈ M. Then (l i (M)) is generated by l i (e 1 ), . . . , l i (e n−1 ), αl i (e n ) and βl i (e n ), hence it divides α(l i ). Together with (4.6), (6.3) and (6.5.b) this implies that
By the definition of D(M, F ) we have
where the products are taken over all sets L = {l i 1 , . . . , l i n } in I(F ). Since
, each factor |det (l i 1 , . . . , l i n )| T is ≥ 1. Now Lemma 13 follows at once from (6.6).
We define a hypergraph G as follows: take as vertices 1, . . . , t and as edges those subsets I of {1, . . . , t} for which {l i : i ∈ I} is linearly dependent over L, while {l i : i ∈ I } is linearly independent over L for every proper, nonempty subset I of I. Thus, for each edge I of G we have a linear relation
Since {l i : i ∈ I \ {j}} is linearly independent for j ∈ I, this implies that the numbers c (I) ij are uniquely determined by l 1 , . . . , l t . We claim that
and for any distinct i, j ∈ I , where m T (α) is defined similarly to m S (α) in Section 4. Indeed, assume for convenience that I = {1, . . . , k} ∪ {j} with some j > n and that {l 1 , . . . , l n } is linearly independent. Then (6.10) c
and (6.9) follows from Lemma 13. We remark that if the linear forms l i are replaced by l i = ε i l i for i = 1, . . . , t, then by (6.8), the numbers c (I) ij will change into c
ij . The most important part in the proof of Theorem 2 is to show that ε 1 , . . . , ε t can be chosen so that the linear forms l i still satisfy (6.5.a) and (6.5.b) and that the numbers c (I) ij have small heights. For this, we shall have to use frequently (6.9) and Lemma 8.
In G, a path of length v from i to j with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , t} is a tuple
The length of C is denoted by l(C). A shortest path from i to j is a path from i to j of minimal length. Put
.
We write
Lemma 14. Let C 1 , C 2 be two paths in G from i to j with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , t}. Then A path (i 1 , I 1 , . . . , I v , i 1 ) is called a cycle. It is easily seen that, by (6.11) , it suffices to show Lemma 14 for paths C 1 , C 2 which have no common vertices apart from i and j. If C 1 , C 2 are two such paths from i to j, then
is a cycle. So in view of (6.11) it is enough to prove that for every cycle C in G,
41 . Fix a subset J of {1, . . . , t} of cardinality n such that {l j : j ∈ J} is linearly independent. For each edge I of G, {l i : i ∈ I} is linearly dependent, hence (
We first prove (6.12) for J-admissible cycles.
A J-admissible cycle C = (i 1 , I 1 , . . . , i v , I v , i 1 ) is called minimal if either v = 2 or v ≥ 3 and there are no p, q ∈ {1, . . . , v} with p < q and {p, q} = {1, 2}, {2, 3}, . . . , {v − 1, v}, {1, v} and an edge I of G such that |I \ J| = 1 and i p , i q ∈ I. For such a minimal J-admissible cycle with v ≥ 3 we must have i 1 , . . . , i v ∈ J. Indeed, suppose that i u ∈ J for some u with 1 ≤ u ≤ v. Then there is a unique subset H of J such that
* . Now I u−1 = I u = {i u } ∪ H (with the convention that I 0 := I v ) and so i u−1 and i u+1 (with i v+1 := i 1 ) belong to {i u } ∩ H, which is impossible by the minimality of C.
We shall prove that for every J-admissible cycle C of length ≥ 3 there are minimal J-admissible cycles C 1 , . . . , C w such that w ≤ l(C) − 2 and We proceed by induction on l(C). Every J-admissible cycle of length 3 must be minimal, which proves (6.13) for such cycles C. Assume that (6.13) holds for all J-admissible cycles of length < v where v ≥ 4, and let C = (i 1 , I 1 , . . . , I v , i 1 ) be a J-admissible cycle. If C is minimal then (6.13) obviously holds with C 1 = C. Hence we assume that C is not minimal. Then there are p, q ∈ {1, . . . , v} with p < q and {p, q} = {1, 2}, . . . . . . , {v − 1, v}, {1, v} and an edge I of G with |I \ J| = 1 containing i p and i q . Put C = (i 1 , I 1 , . . . , i p , I, i q , . . . , i 1 ), C = (i p , I p+1 , . . . , i q , I, i p ). Then C , C are J-admissible cycles with 3 ≤ l(C ) < l(C), 3 ≤ l(C ) < l(C) and
. Now (6.13) follows for C, by applying the induction hypothesis to C and C . In view of (6.13), (6.12) follows for J-admissible cycles, once we have proved that for every minimal J-admissible cycle C,
The only minimal J-admissible cycles of length 2 are of the form (i 1 , I, i 2 , I, i 1 ) and for such cycles C one has g(C) = 1. So we only consider minimal J-admissible cycles of length ≥ 3. As we showed above, all vertices of such a minimal cycle C belong to J. For convenience we assume that J = {1, . . . , n} and that C = (1, I 1 , 2, I 2 , . . . , v, I v , 1) is a minimal J-admissible cycle with v ≥ 3. Let p u be the element of I u not belonging to J, and let I u = I u ∩ {v + 1, . . . , n} for u = 1, . . . , v. Then, by (6.8),
and
, and denote the left-hand side of (6.15) by ζ. Then, by (6.15),
Further, by (6.9) and (4.2), m T (ξ) ≤ c 43 , m T (η) ≤ c 43 and by Lemma 13 we also have m T (ζ) ≤ c 43 . If ζ = 0, then ξ/η = ±1. If ζ = 0 then by Lemma 8, h(ξ/η) ≤ c 44 . Now (6.16) implies that h(g(C)) ≤ c 42 . This proves (6.14).
For every path C = (i 1 , I 1 , . . . , i v , I v , i v+1 ) in G we put
Obviously, m(C) ≥ 1. We shall prove that for every cycle C in G with
45 . Since m ≤ n, this implies Lemma 14.
We shall prove (6.17) by induction on m(C). For m(C) = 1 we are done. Let m ≥ 2 and assume that (6.17) holds for all cycles C in G with m(C) < m. Let C = (i 1 , I 1 , . . . , i v , I v , i 1 ) be a cycle with m(C) = m and put i v+1 := i 1 . In view of (6.11), it suffices to prove that for each u ∈ {1, . . . , v} with |I u \ J| = m, there is a path C u from i u to i u+1 such that
For convenience, we write i u = i, i u+1 = j, I u = I. First assume that there are an edge I of G and a subset J of {1, . . . , t} of cardinality n such that {l j : j ∈ J } is linearly independent, and
Then the cycle C 0 = (i, I, j, I , i) is J -admissible and, by (6.11) and (6.12),
which proves (6.18). Now assume that there are no sets I , J with the properties specified above. Choose p from I with p ∈ J. Let H be a subset of J of cardinality n−|I|+1 such that if G := (I \{p})∪H, then {l k : k ∈ G} is linearly independent and has cardinality n. Then by (6.8)
Since |G ∩ J| = |(I \ {p}) \ J| = m − 1 ≥ 1, there is a q ∈ J with q ∈ G. We can express l q uniquely as
There is a z ∈ I \ {p} with e z = 0 since {l k : k ∈ J} is linearly independent. Since z ∈ I \ {p} we also have d z = 0. From (6.19) it follows that
By substituting this into (6.20) we get (6.21)
Note that |G | = n and that {l k : k ∈ G } is linearly independent. The sets I = {q} ∪ {k ∈ G : e k = 0} and I = {q} ∪ {k ∈ G : f k = 0} are edges of G. Further,
By our assumption, neither I nor I contains both i and j. Assume for instance that j ∈ I . Then either j = p, in which case we have e j = 0, so j = z, whence f j = −f p d j = 0, that is j ∈ I ; or j = p, in which case f j = f p = 0 and also j ∈ I . Therefore, i ∈ I and 0 = f i = e i − f p d i . But then e i = 0 and i ∈ I . Let C u = (i, I , q, I , j). Then in view of
This implies (6.18) . The proof of Lemma 14 is now complete.
Lemma 15. There are ε 1 , . . . , ε t ∈ O * T such that σ(ε i ) = ε σ(i) for i = 1, . . . , t and for each σ ∈ Gal(L/K) ,
for every edge I of G and for all distinct i, j ∈ I . P r o o f. We apply Lemma 7. For distinct i, j ∈ {1, . . . , t}, let P (i, j) be the collection of shortest paths in G from i to j and set P (i, j) = ∅ if no path between i and j exists. For a non-isolated vertex i of G, let A i be the set consisting of all numbers of the form
where C ij is any path in P (i, j), and for an isolated vertex i in G let A i = {1}. By (6.5.a), each σ ∈ Gal(L/K) maps linearly (in)dependent subsets of {l 1 , . . . , l t } onto linearly (in)dependent subsets, hence it maps edges of G onto edges of G, and
for each edge I of G and each distinct i, j ∈ I. This implies that (6.24) σ(A i ) = A σ(i) for i = 1, . . . , t and for each σ ∈ Gal(L/K) .
Further, if i is not isolated then each element α of A i is the product of numbers of the form c
pq , and each shortest path between two vertices has length at most r. Hence we have, by (6.9) and (4.2), (6.25) m T (α) ≤ c 49 for each α ∈ A i and i = 1, . . . , t .
Further, by Lemma 14 we have (6.26) h(α/β) ≤ c 50 for each α, β ∈ A i and i = 1, . . . , t .
Each σ ∈ Gal(L/K) maps connected components of G onto connected components. Let C be a Gal(L/K)-orbit of {1, . . . , t} as defined in Section 3. The connected components of G containing an element of C as vertex have the same cardinality which will be denoted by n C . By Lemma 7, (6.24), (6.25) and (6.26), there are ε 1 , . . . , ε t ∈ O * T satisfying (6.22) and (6.27) h(ε
We now prove that these ε 1 , . . . , ε t satisfy (6.23). Let I be an edge of G and i, j ∈ I. Suppose that i ∈ C, j ∈ C for Gal(L/K)-orbits C, C . Then n C and n C have the same value, say n . It is clear that n ≤ t ≤ r. Take
where C ik is any shortest path from i to k and C jk any shortest path from j to k. By Lemma 14 and (6.11) we have k = i, j, h(c
where q = n − 1 . Together with (6.27) this yields
This proves Lemma 15. In what follows, we put l i = ε i l i for i = 1, . . . , t, and c ij
ij . Note that l 1 , . . . , l t satisfy (6.5.a) and (6.5.b). We may assume that {ω 1 , . . . , ω u } is a K-basis of M 1 . Then there are linear forms n 1 , . . . , n u ∈ K[X 1 , . . . , X n ] such that (6.29)
. . , u and put
Then d ∈ K * and the linear forms
Then, by (6.28)
By applying this argument to the other Gal(L/K)-orbits we find linear forms m 1 , . . . , m t ∈ O S [X 1 , . . . , X n ] and an invertible matrix Ω = (ω ij ) with entries in L such that
ω ij m j for i = 1, . . . , t and h(Ω) ≤ c 57 .
We assume that {l 1 , . . . , l n } and {m 1 , . . . , m n } are linearly independent, which is no restriction. Every linear form l i (i = n + 1, . . . , t) can be expressed uniquely as
where E := (e ij ) ∈ L t−n,n . The sets I i = {i} ∪ {j : e ij = 0} are edges of G, hence, in (6.31), either e ij = 0 or e ij = −c
ji by (6.8) . Now Lemma 15 implies that h(E) ≤ c 58 .
Since {m 1 , . . . , m n } is linearly independent there is a matrix D = (d ij ) ∈ L t,n such that
We can express the entries of D as rational functions in the entries of Ω and E: first, by expressing m 1 , . . . , m t as linear combinations of l 1 , . . . , l t , which is possible since Ω is invertible; secondly, by expressing m 1 , . . . , m n as linear combinations of l 1 , . . . , l n , which can be done by (6.31); thirdly, by expressing l 1 , . . . , l n as linear combinations of m 1 , . . . , m n ; and finally, by expressing l 1 , . . . , l t as linear combinations of m 1 , . . . , m n , using (6.31).
Hence it follows that h(D) ≤ c 54 .
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m 2. Let d ij be numbers and m 1 , . . . , m n linear forms with the properties specified in the statement of Lemma 16. Let B ∈ O n,n S be the matrix whose ith row consists of the coefficients of m i and put
where X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) T . From Lemma 16 and the construction of l 1 , . . . . . . , l t , it follows that there is a µ ∈ K * with (6.33) µF (X) = G(BX) .
Assume that {l 1 , . . . , l n } is linearly independent and let A ∈ L n,n be the matrix whose ith row consists of the coefficients of l i . By Lemma 13 we have |det A| T = |det (l 1 , . . . , l n )| T ≤ c 37 . Further, by Lemma 16, there is an invertible matrix D ∈ L n,n with A = DB and h(D) ≤ c 59 . Then, by (4.6),
By our assumption, the O S -lattice M is equal to either O n S or (e 1 , . . . . . . , e n−1 , αe n , βe n ) with h(α) ≤ c 34 and
and a = (α, β) otherwise. In the second case we have, by (4.6),
in the first case, this evidently holds. By Lemma 9, there is a matrix U ∈ G(n, a) such that the matrix B = BU satisfies (6.34) h(B ) ≤ c 63 .
Note that by (5.1), the matrix U belongs to G(M). Put
then, by (6.33), µF (U X) = F (X). Finally, by (6.32), Lemma 16 and (6.34), we have h(F ) ≤ c 33 . This proves (6.1) and hence Theorem 2.
7. Proof of Corollaries. As above, K is an algebraic number field of degree d and S is a finite set of prime ideals of O K of cardinality s such that the largest of the prime numbers lying below prime ideals of S is equal to P . Let (M, F ) be an O S -lattice decomposable form pair such that rank M = n, deg(F ) = r, F has splitting field L and D(M, F ) = d. By Lemma 14 of [6] , we have 
Together with (7.1), (7.2) and the inequality [L : K] ≤ r!, this proves Lemma 17.
P r o o f o f C o r o l l a r y 2. We shall frequently use the following facts: (i) for every C ≥ 1 it is possible to determine effectively a finite set con-taining all α ∈ K with h(α) ≤ C (see e.g. [7] ), and (ii) for every O S -ideal a given by a set of generators and every α ∈ K, it is possible to decide whether α ∈ a or not. We remark that by Lemma 11, it can be decided effectively whether a system of linear equations Ax = b is solvable in x ∈ O n S , and fact (ii) is a special case of this.
By Corollary 1, for given n, r and d, each weak equivalence class contains an O S -lattice decomposable form pair (M, F ) such that M is reduced, rank M = n, deg(F ) = r, D(M, F ) = d and h(F ) ≤ c 68 , where c 68 is an effectively computable number depending only on d, s, P , n, r, |D K | and |d| S . It is possible to determine effectively a finite set containing all pairs (M, F ) with these properties; what remains is to find an effective method to decide whether any two pairs (M 1 , F 1 ), (M 2 , F 2 ) in that finite set are weakly equivalent or not.
First we give a procedure to determine effectively whether any two reduced lattices are isomorphic. This is trivial if M 1 or M 2 is O n S . Hence we may assume that M 1 = (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 , αe n , βe n ), M 2 = (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 , γe n , δe n ), where α, β, γ, δ are given elements of O S with h(α), h(β), h(γ), h(δ) ≤ c 69 for some effectively computable number c 69 depending only on d and |D K |. If there is an a ∈ K * with a(α, β) = (γ, δ) then, by (4.6), m S (a) ≤ c 70 where c 70 is also an effectively computable number depending only on d and |D K |. By Lemma 6, there is an ε ∈ O * S with h(εa) ≤ c 71 , where c 71 is an effectively computable number depending only on d, |D K |, S and P . This implies that there is a b ∈ K * with (bα, bβ) = (γ, δ) and h(b) ≤ c 71 . Hence in order to decide whether (α, β), (γ, δ) belong to the same ideal class it suffices to check, for each b in some effectively computable finite set, whether the O S -ideals (bα, bβ) and (γ, δ) are equal.
So we can restrict ourselves to pairs (M, F ) where M is a fixed, given reduced O S -lattice, and hence a reduced O S -sublattice of O n S of rank n. Two O S -lattice decomposable form pairs (M, F 1 ) and (M, F 2 ) are weakly equivalent if and only if there are λ ∈ K * and a matrix U ∈ G(M) such that F 2 (X) = λF 1 (U X) (cf. Section 1). For a given matrix U ∈ K n,n it can be decided whether U ∈ G(M) and F 2 (X) = λF 1 (U X) for some λ ∈ K * . Therefore, it suffices to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 18. Let M be a reduced O S -lattice, and let F 1 (X), F 2 (X) be two decomposable forms on KM of degree r and maximal rank n such that
for some λ ∈ K * and U ∈ G(M). Then there are λ ∈ K * and U ∈ G(M) such that
where c 72 is an effectively computable number depending only on d, |D K |, s, P , n, r, h(F 1 ) and h(F 2 ). P r o o f. c 73 , . . . , c 81 will denote effectively computable numbers depending only on the parameters specified in Lemma 18. By (7.3), we can express
where µ, ν ∈ K * , k 1 , . . . , k t are positive integers, l 1 , . . . , l t are pairwise nonproportional linear forms and m 1 , . . . , m t are pairwise non-proportional linear forms with coefficients in the common splitting field L of F 1 and F 2 . Let O T be the integral closure of O S in L. We claim that l 1 , . . . , l t , m 1 , . . . , m t can be chosen such that
where (σ(1), . . . , σ(t)) is a permutation of (1, . . . , t) for each σ ∈ Gal(L/K). Namely, choose linear forms l 1 , . . . , l t , m 1 , . . . , m t satisfying (7.4), (7.5.b), (7.5.c) such that at least one of the coefficients of each of these forms is equal to 1. Construct polynomials f 1 (X), f 2 (X) from F 1 (X) and F 2 (X), respectively, by setting
n−1 , where
. Now the coefficients of l 1 , . . . , l t , m 1 , . . . , m t are rational functions of the zeros of f 1 and f 2 . Hence by (4.7) and (4.5),
Choose a ∈ O S \ {0} such that h(a) ≤ c 75 and
Then the linear forms l i := al i , m i := am i (i = 1, . . . , t) satisfy (7.5.a,b,c). By (7.5.b,c), (1.5) and (4.6), we have
Let G be the hypergraph with vertices 1, . . . , t whose edges are those subsets I of {1, . . . , t} for which {l i : i ∈ I} is linearly dependent and each proper, non-empty subset of {l i : i ∈ I} is linearly independent. The hypergraph corresponding to m 1 , . . . , m t is exactly the same, by (7.5.b). Let G 1 , . . . , G v denote the connected components of G (two vertices belong to the same connected component if and only if there is a path connecting them). By (6.8), there are uniquely determined numbers c
for each edge I of G and each j ∈ I. By (6.10) and (7.5.a) we have
ij ) ≤ c 77 . From (7.5.b) and (7.7) it follows that
Together with (7.8) this implies the following: if i, j belong to the same connected component then (7.9) h(λ i /λ j ) ≤ c 78 .
We assume that {l 1 , . . . , l n } and hence {m 1 , . . . , m n } is linearly independent, which is no restriction. Put ∆ = det(l 1 , . . . , l n ). By assumption, M = (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 , αe n , βe n ), and by (2.3) and (4.6), the ideal a = (α, β) has |a| S ≤ c 79 . Let h be the cardinality of the unit group of the residue class ring O T /∆a. Then, by (7.5.a), (4.6) and |a| S ≤ c 79 , we have (7.10) h ≤ c 80 .
Let A j = {λ i : i ∈ G j } for j = 1, . . . , v. Each σ maps linearly (in)dependent linear forms onto linearly (in)dependent linear forms, hence there is a permutation σ * of 1, . . . , v such that σ(G j ) = G σ * (j) for j = 1, . . . , v. Therefore, by (7.6) and (7.5.c), σ(A j ) = A σ * (j) for j = 1, . . . , v and σ ∈ Gal(L/K). Further, (7.9) holds. Hence we can apply Lemma 7 with v instead of t and we infer that there are η 1 , . . . , η v ∈ O * T such that σ(η j ) = η σ * (j) for j = 1, . . . , v and σ ∈ Gal(L/K) and h(η h j λ i ) ≤ c 81 for λ i ∈ A j . We note that in order to use Lemma 7 we must have an estimate |D L | ≤ c 82 where D L is the discriminant of the splitting field L of F 1 and F 2 over K. However, this can be done by using Example 4 from Section 1, (7.5.a) and Lemma 17.
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , t}, put ε i = η j if i ∈ G j for j = 1, . . . , v. Then (7.11)    ε i = ε k if i, k ∈ G j for some j ∈ {1, . . . , v}; σ(ε i ) = ε σ(i) for i = 1, . . . , t and for all σ ∈ Gal (L/K); h(ε h i l i ) = ε h σ(i) l σ(i) for i = 1, . . . , t and for each σ ∈ Gal(L/K) . Thus the matrix U satisfying (7.12) must have its entries in K. Together with (7.13) this implies that U ∈ G(n, a), whence, by G(n, a) ⊆ G(M), U ∈ G(M) holds.
Put λ i = ε h i λ i for i = 1, . . . , t. Then, by (7.5.b) and (7.12), there is a matrix U ∈ G(M) such that λ i m i (X) = l i (U X) for i = 1, . . . , t . By (7.11) we have h(λ i ) ≤ c 81 , and by (7.5.a), h(l i ) ≤ c 73 , and h(m i ) ≤ c 73 for i = 1, . . . , t. This implies that h(U ) ≤ c 72 . Further, by (7.5.c), (7.6) and (7.11), we get
Hence there is a λ ∈ K * such that F 2 (X) = λ F 1 (U X), which proves Lemma 18. (M, F ) ) .
By Lemma 6, we can choose ε ∈ O * S such that (7.14) h(ε r λ) ≤ c 87 m S (c(M, F )) .
We note that in Lemma 6, |D K | was involved, but |D K | ≤ |D L |. Put F = ε r λF . Since the mapping x → εϕ(x) is an isomorphism M → M , the pairs (M, F ) and (M , F ) are equivalent. Further, by (7.14) and c(M, F ) = c, Further, by (2.3) we have either (i) M = (e 1 , . . . , e n ) where M is free, or (ii) M = (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 , αe n , βe n ) with α, β ∈ O S \ {0} satisfying (2.3). By a well-known argument (see e.g. the proof of Lemma 1 in [2] , Ch. II, §1) it follows that there are u 21 , . . . , u n1 with F (e 1 +u 21 e 2 +. . .+u n1 e n ) = 0 such that u j1 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , r} in case (i) and u j1 ∈ {0, α, 2α, . . . , rα} in case (ii) for j = 2, . . . , n. Put e 1 := e 1 + n i=2 u i1 e i . We can inductively construct e 2 , . . . , e n such that F (e j ) = 0 and that e j = u 1j e 1 + . . . + u j−1,j e j−1 + e j + u j+1,j e j+1 + . . . + u n,j e n with u ij ∈ {0, 1, . . . , r} in case (i) and u ij ∈ {0, α, 2α, . . . , rα} in case (ii) for i = 2, . . . , n, j = 2, . . . , n. It is easy to check that M = (e 1 , . . . , e n ) in case (i) and M = (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 , αe n , βe n ) in case (ii). Let V = (v ij ) be the n×n matrix defined by e i = V e i for i = 1, . . . , n and put F (X) = F (V X). Then (M , F ) is equivalent to (M , F ) and hence to (M, F ). Further, it is easy to see that h(V ) ≤ c 90 . Hence we get h(F ) ≤ c 91 m S (c), which implies that (7.16) h(F (e j )) ≤ c 91 m S (c) for j = 1, . . . , n .
Further, F (e 1 ) . . . F (e n ) = F (e 1 ) . . . F (e n ) = 0.
There is an O S -module isomorphism ϕ : M → M such that F (x) = F (ϕ(x)) for each x ∈ M . In case (i) we put ω j = ϕ(e j ) for j = 1, . . . , n, while in case (ii) we put ω j = ϕ(e j ) for j = 1, . . . , n − 1, ω n = ϕ(αe n ), ω n+1 = ϕ(βe n ) = γω n where γ = β/α and, by (2.3), h(γ) ≤ c 92 with some effectively computable c 92 which depends only on d and |D K |. Therefore M = (ω 1 , . . . , ω n ) where either M is free and m = n, or M is not free, m = n + 1 and ω n+1 = γω n with the above γ, F (ω 1 ) . . . F (ω m ) = 0, and, by (7.16) and (2.3), we get in both cases h(F (ω j )) ≤ c 93 for j = 1, . . . , m .
This proves the first inequality of (2.4). The second one follows by applying Lemma 17. for all x ∈ K n .
Then, by (7.17), . By a similar argument to the proof of Lemma 18, and using the fact that each l i is a linear form one of whose coefficients is equal to 1, it follows that (7.18) h(l j ) ≤ c 96 for j = 1, . . . , r .
Let M = ϕ(e 1 ) −1 M. If M = O n S then take ω i = l 1 (e i ) for i = 1, . . . , n, and if M = (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 , αe n , βe n ) with α, β ∈ O S satisfying (2.3), then take ω i = l 1 (e i ) for i = 1, . . . , n − 1, ω n = αl 1 (e n ) and ω n+1 = βl 1 (e n ) = γω n with γ = β/α. Put m = n in the first case and m = n + 1 in the second case. Then M is similar to M and we have M = (ω 1 , . . . , ω n ). Further, as we have seen in the proof of Lemma 17, |D L | can be estimated from above in terms of |D M | and [M : K] only. Hence, by (7.18) and by (2.3) in the second case, we get the first inequality of (2.5). The second one follows by using Lemma 17.
